Philanthropy moves fast. LegacyCuratorTM keeps up.
Your organization is focused on the future—building vital capacity for critical program and capital growth.
Great stewardship requires that you also keep an eye on the past.
Plaques, statuary, and other physical representations of your philanthropic heritage serve to honor past
donors and inspire future ones. They create an environment that immerses your community in your
organization’s long history of support and service. They enrich your culture of philanthropy.
Yet, philanthropic heritage can fade as an organization evolves.
Walls go up. Plaques come down. Generations pass. Heritage is lost.
Honorcraft’s LegacyCuratorTM service helps you find it.

Roof-to-sidewalk recognition inventory.
Captured in a customized digital archive.

LegacyCuratorTM brings Honorcraft recognition experts to your organization, where we conduct a
comprehensive recognition inventory of whatever scope meets your needs and your budget—inside,
outside, attic-to-basement, roof-to-sidewalk, and anything in between.
The LegacyCuratorTM team remains in residence for as long as it takes, functioning independently with
minimal need for development staff support or supervision.
We document location, description, and condition of every piece of recognition art, from donor walls in
lobbies to plaques in storage. We then upload the full recognition archive into our LCTracker software,
which is provided as a value-added component of LegacyCuratorTM and is a searchable digital database
that preserves philanthropic heritage while providing a solid foundation for future archiving activities.

Does your recognition feel SCATTERED?
Honorcraft can help.

State-of-the-art recognition archiving and analysis.
Including easy generation of naming opportunities.
Honorcraft has had the privilege of partnering with universities, hospitals,
museums, and other great nonprofit organizations across the United States
for more than 50 years, acquiring a deep understanding of the needs of
development departments and the organizations they serve. That knowledge
has been channeled into LegacyCuratorTM and its elegant, easy-to-use
software tool, LCTracker.
A customizable, searchable digital recognition archiving system, LCTracker,
supports stewardship, prospect research, and major gift fundraising—giving
you information you need to initiate and nourish strong donor relationships
and enriching your analysis of donors’ affinities and giving histories.
Preparing your organization for a campaign? Click on LCTracker’s Planner
module—which records the places where recognition art is not present—
and easily generate a menu of naming opportunities.
The full power package of LegacyCuratorTM and LCTracker delivers
accurate, consistent, and secure information quickly and costeffectively—putting your recognition in its place as a core component
of your development program.

“LegacyCuratorTM by Honorcraft has enabled
us to encapsulate our recognition record...
encompassing more than 4,000 entries...in
a way that pays homage to our rich history
and supports our philanthropy officers in
effective stewardship of our donors.”
– Maida Connor
Gettysburg College

To learn more about LegacyCuratorTM and LCTracker:
honorcraft.com/legacycurator
info@honorcraft.com
(781)
781) 341.0410
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